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Reflection 
Activity MEANING-

MAKINGCHILD 
READING

REWARD 
(Pleasure in parenting)

APPROACH 
(Run toward the vomit)

SELF-DEFENSE
Survival

Primal Emotions & Instinct
Power and Control

Separation
Quick reactions

Consider each parent system, and 
then check in with yourself. 

To make the most of it, be gentle and honest. There’s no shame in this! It’s a brain thing!

Full: I enjoy time with my child
 Great!! Keep little moments of play in your life with your child 

to keep that tank full.
Med: We have some good times, but it’s tough to be close
 Prioritize some together time. If you already have some go-to 

activities that you enjoy, be sure to schedule some time in 
soon. Even a few minutes can be a boost for both your brains!

Low: I find myself cringing or avoiding connection
 Prioritize any safe eye contact and touch that you both can 

tolerate. Find some ideas in “The Healing Power of Play” at 
bit.ly/RTBparents.

How full is your APPROACH tank?
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Full: I am feeling good about my work as a parent.
 Great!! Keep noticing those little victories and enjoy!
Med: I see some positives, but I feel a bit unappreciated. 
 Check in with your expectations. Anything worth shifting or 

talking out with a trusted advisor? Consider a practice of 
“noticing the good” every day for the next 10 days.

Low: Why do I bother? I get nothing back.
 Consider a mantra like “It’s trauma talking” or “I’m a good 

parent doing hard work.” Repeat it many times a day (set 
phone reminders or hang post-it notes) for the next 10 days. 
Check in with yourself about other ways you’re finding  
pleasure in life (a hobby or friendship perhaps). Nurture it!

How full is your REWARD tank?

Full: I really “get” them and understand the behaviors.
 Great!! Keep connecting with others who “get it.”
Med: Doing okay, but it’s difficult to hold compassion. 
 Keep putting on that trauma/attachment lens. Remember, 

when amygdalas are on high alert, the downstairs brain takes 
over. Get connected with others on a similar parenting journey.

Low: Ugh! It feels like they’re doing it on purpose.
 This is so hard. OF COURSE it feels personal. All the negative 

behavior starts to overwhelm your brain. Boost your detective 
skills with a refresher at bit.ly/BBparents.

How full is your CHILD READING tank?
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Full: I am holding the big picture of my child and myself.
 It’s so hard to make sense of the messy world of parenting after 

trauma. Keep doing what you’re doing!
Med: I know it’s trauma talking, but I keep taking it personally. 
 Check in with the story you’re telling yourself about your child 

and about yourself. It’s not hard because you’re doing it wrong –
it’s hard because it’s hard.

Low: I feel like a failure.
 I wish I could give you a big hug. You are not alone! It’s not that 

s/he’s a jerk and you’re a failure (even though it really feels like it 
sometimes). Repeat after me: “I am living the story of a brave cub 
and a strong big critter teaming up to overcome some really 
tough stuff.” Say it again. Write it down. You’ve got this!

How full is your MEANING MAKING tank?

Look over the characteristics of the parental defense brain
 Write down a few clues that you are headed into your 

Downstairs Brain. Is there a certain trigger? What do you notice 
in your body? Where do your thoughts go right before you 
“have a moment”?

 If this is happening a lot, it might be helpful to think about ways 
to soothe your amygdala such as massage, trauma-
/attachment-competent therapy, time with animals, positive 
friendships, sensory input, & mindfulness.

 Remember, the more you feed and nurture your upstairs brain in 
general – and those other 4 parts of your parenting brain – the 
less that the defense brain takes over.

Staying out of SELF-DEFENSE
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